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Abstract

Recently, real-time planning has been actively
studied for solving problems in uncertain and dy-
namic environments. RTA* is a real-time search
algorithm that can provide a computational ba-
sis for real-time planning. However, RTA* is not
always efficient since obtaining effective heuristic
functions is difficult when the problem becomes
complicated. In order to keep the problem sim-
ple enough for efficient search, we propose an
algorithm called RTSS, which incorporates the
STRIPS subgoaling function into RTA*. This
algorithm interleaves subgoaling and real-time
search processes by evaluating the goal complex-
ity and the ease of operator execution. An anal-
ysis using a simple model shows that the search
cost can be significantly reduced by switching be-
tween subgoaling and real-time search. Further-
more, experiments on a robot task planning prob-
lem show that RTSS can attain the goal without
performing many superfluous actions, while other
algorithms often tend to perform a blind search
that hils to attain the goal.

Introduction
Real-time problem solving studies are meeting today’s
needs for applying AI technology to real world prob-
lems. Many applications (e.g. robot task planning,
process control, etc.) require real-time planning, i.e.
to select and execute some action by a certain dead-
line before a complete plan is obtained. Real-time
A*(KTA*) [Korf, 1990] is a real-time problem solving
method that performs the best first search. This al-
gorithm has the following properties: (1) it interleaves
planning and execution and (2) it commits an action
in constant time.

RTA* is effective if a heuristic function returns an
accurate value. Such an effective heuristic function can
be obtained for simple problems. On the other hand,
for complicated problems it is very difficult to obtain
effective heuristic functions. If a heuristic function re-
turns an inaccurate value, the algorithm cannot dis-
tinguish promising states from non-promising states.

Consequently, RTA* tends to perform superfluous ac-
tions before attaining the goal.

Subgoaling is an effective technique for attaining
complicated goals. For example, STRIPS [Fikes and
Nilsson, 1971] selects an operator that reduces differ-
ences between the i,itial state and the goal state. If
the operator’s precondition is not satisfied in the ini-
tial state, the precondition is treated as a new subgoal.
This procedure is repeated until an operator can be
executed. STRIPS can be regarded as a planner that
interhaves planning and execution, since some action
can usually be executed before a complete plan is ob-
tained.

However, it is not always possible to set appropri-
ate subgoals. For problems such as path planning,
STRIPS cannot set an appropriate subgoal based on
the differences between the goal and the initial state.
In such cases, STRIPS often fails to select the most
effective operator because the selection criterion based
on the number of literals added/deleted is not power-
ful enough. Consequently~ STRIPS tends to perform
superfluous actions to attain the goal.

This paper proposes an algorithm called Real-Time
Search with Subgoaling (RTSS), which incorporates
the STRIPS subgoaling function into RTA*. This al-
gorithm continues to make a subgoal until the subgoal
becomes simple enough or a certain deadline comes.
The algorithm utilizes two indexes: degree of goal com-
plexity (DGC) and degree of execution ease (DEE).
The threshold on DGC determines the switching point
from subgoaling to real-time search. An analysis us-
ing a simple model shows that the RTSS performance
can be improved by tuning this threshold value. Op-
erator selection based on DEE prevents RTSS from
continuing the planning process for a long time. The
experimental result of a robot task planning problem
shows that RTSS can attain the goal by fewer redun-
dant actions even when RTA* or STRIPS alone falls
into a blind search and fails to attain the goal.
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Previous Works and Their Drawbacks

for Interleaved Planning

RTA*

RTA* iterates planning and execution alternately. The
outline of the RTA* algorithm is as follows.

1. Calculate all neighboring states of the current state.

2. Evaluate the cost to the goal state from these states
by a heuristic function.

3. Move to the neighbor with the minimum expected
cost.

4. Update the heuristic function value in the previous
state.

RTA* commits an action in constant time. However,
there is no guarantee of finding the optimal solution.
RTA* is effective as long as the heuristic function re-
turns a value accurate enough to distinguish between
right and wrong directions to the goal. However, it is
not easy to obtain an effective heuristic function for
complicated problems.

For example, suppose that the task for a robot is
to bring two boxes, A and B, to their respective goal
positions. In the initial state, box A is closer to the
robot than box B. First, suppose that we use (a)"the
sum of the distances between the initial and the goal
positions of boxes A, B" as the heuristic function. If
the robot cannot move the box in the current position,
the robot’s action does not affect the heuristic value.
Therefore, the robot will move randomly and perform
superfluous actions before attaining the goal.

Next, suppose that we use the sum of (a) and (b)"the
distance between the robot and the box closest to it" as
the heuristic function. In this case, the robot can com-
plete the task of bringing box A to the goal position
without performing many superfluous actions. How-
ever, the robot cannot go to box B’s initial position
easily because the robot’s movement in that direction
increases the value of (b).

In this way, it is necessary to modify the heuristic
function many times to obtain a satisfactory plan. As
a problem becomes more complicated, it becomes more
difficult to obtain a satisfactory heuristic function.

STRIPS

In the STRIPS representation, a world state is de-
scribed by a conjunction of literals. Actions are de-
scribed by operators. An operator consists of three
components: precondition, delete-list, and add-list. If
the precondition of an operator matches a current state
description, that operator can be executed. When
an operator is executed, literals in the delete-list are
deleted from a state description, and literals in the
add-list are added to the state description.

An outline of the interleaving version of the STRIPS
algorithm is as followstl.

1. Select the most effective operator for reducing differ-
ences between the current state and the goal state.

2. If the operator’s precondition is satisfied in the cur-
rent state, execute it. The current state changes.

3. If not, make that precondition a new subgoal and
call the STRIPS procedure recursively.

Continue the above procedure until the current state
matches the goal state.

STRIPS is effective if an appropriate operator can
be selected based on the differences between the initial
and goal states. Such an operator can be selected in
the following cases: there is a single operator that re-
duces the differences; there are few interactions in the
order of the subgoal attainments and there is a single
operator for each subgoal; there is an operator that
reduces the differences to zero. However, these cases
do not happen very often. In other cases, an appro-
priate operator is not always selected, because appro-
priateness cannot be distinguished by counting literals
added or deleted. In order to select an appropriate
operator, it needs to take account of the semantics of
the literals. If an appropriate operator cannot be se-
lected, STRIPS functions as a blind backward search.
In that case, STRIPS cannot perform any action before
calculating a complete plan. Consequently, real-time
problem solving becomes impossible.

Real-Time Search with

Subgoaling (RTSS)

In order to overcome the drawbacks of RTA* and
STRIPS, we propose an algorithm called Real-Time
Search with Subgoaling (RTSS) which incorporates
STRIPS-like subgoaling into RTA*. This algorithm
evaluates whether the goal is complicated or not. If
the goal is simple enough to find a satisfactory opera-
tor with the heuristic function, the algorithm applies
RTA* to the subproblem. If it is complicated, RTSS
continues to make subgoals until a subgoal is simple
enough. By doing this, the RTA* part of RTSS can
avoid falling into a blind search since RTA* is given a
simple goal, the heuristic function returns an accurate
value. The STRIPS part of RTSS can also avoid falling
into a blind search since the search space in STRIPS
is reduced.

Degree of Goal Complexity (DGC) and
Degree of Execution Ease (DEE)

RTSS utilizes the following two indexes.

¯ Degree of Goal Complexity (DGC)

tlNote that the original version of STRIPS does not ex-
ecute any action before a complete plan is obtained.
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Given the initial state and the goal state, this
index represents whether the goal is simple or
complicated for the heuristic function. This in-
dex determines whether RTSS should continue
to make subgoals or carry out real-time search.

¯ Degree of Execution Ease (DEE)

Given an operator, this index represents how
early the operator can he executed. If inap-
propriate operator selection is repeated, RTSS
cannot easily switch to real-time search. This
leads to give a real-time search part of RTSS not
enough simple subproblems. This drawback is
reduced by the operator selection based on this
index.

Algorithm

The algorithm of RTSS is as follows.

SubgoaHng(I,G)

1. Return if there is no difference between the initial
state I and the goal state G.

2. If DGC < the threshold value t, call Real-Time
Search(I,G)

3. If DGC _> the threshold value t,

3.1 Select an operator.

(a) Calculate the difference between the goal state G
and the initial state I (D -- G- I). D is a set of
literals included in G hut not satisfied in I.

(b) Find operators whose add-list includes more than
one element of D.

(c) Select the operator o with maximum DEE.
3.2 Call SubgoaHng(I,P) reeursively, where P is the

precondition of operator o.

3.3 Execute o and calculate the state S after the ex-
ecution.

3.4 Call Subgoaling(S,G) reeursively.

l’teal-Time Search(I,G)

1. Let z be the initial state I.

2. Return if the state x is equal to the goal state G.

3. Calculate the states z~ after applying a feasible op-
erator to x.

4. Calculate tile heuristic value h(z’) of all z’. h(z’) 
the heuristic cost to attain the goal.

5. Let the second minimum (h(=’) -I- d) be the 
heuristic value of the state x, where d is cost for
moving from z to x~.

6. Move to the state with minimum h(z~), and go to 2
with z’ as z.

The above algorithm does not guarantee that the
subgoaling process finishes in constant time. However,
if only the depth of reeursively calling Subgoaling is
restricted, it is easily guaranteed that some action can
be executed in constant time.
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If the threshold t is 1 (where DGC > 1), RTSS be-
comes identical to STRIPS. If the threshold t is large
enough, RTSS becomes identical to RTA*.

RTSS assumes that a goal state is reachable from
every state, i.e. there is no state on the solution path
where RTSS cannot escape.

The real-time search part may be regarded as the
reactive system. In that case, RTSS is viewed that a
planner (STRIPS) improves the behavior of the reac-
tive system (RTSS). The idea related to this can 
found in [Drummond et al., 1993] where planning and
execution are not interleaved.

Evaluation of ttTSS Performance using a
Simple Model

RTSS performance was evaluated by using a simple
model. This showed that there was an optimal thresh-
old value on DGC for planning cost reduction.

First, we estimated the plan length obtained by
RTA*. Suppose that the state space is represented by
a tree. Then, there exists only one goal node, which
is located at depth d in the tree. Additionally, the
probability of moving in the correct search direction
to the goal is represented as p. This value represents
the effectiveness of the heuristic function. The goal
node is reached when the difference between the num-
ber of moves to the right search direction and that to
the wrong search direction becomes d. We represent
the number of combinations of d+ i right moves and i
wrong moves as ni for reaching the goal node by d+ 2i
steps, ni is given as follows.

no = 1 (i- 0)

ni=(1 d) (i-1)

hi= . - n} (i>2)t2
k=o i- k

Therefore, the expected value of needed steps ! from
the root to the goal node is given as follows.

f2When we reach the goal node by d -t- 2i moves, these
moves include d -t- i right moves and i wrong moves. If the
(d -t- 20 th move is wrong, we do not reach the goal node
by the (d+20 th move. If the (d-t-2i-1) th move 
wrong, we have already reached the goal node in d + 2i - 2
moves. Therefore, there is (d+2,-2) ways for reaching the
goal node by d + 2i moves. However, the number of these
ways includes such ways that allow us to reach the goal
node in less than d h- 2i moves. For example, the number
of ways needed to reach the goal node by the d th move
in (d+2i-2) is no X (2i~-~) (there is i wrong moves in 
remaining d + 2i - 2 - d(= 2i - 2) moves.). From this
discussion, the expression fo~ ni is derived.
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E[l]cd,v) = E nd(d + 2i)pd+d(1 p)i ra

i=0

Second, we estimated the subgoaling effect. The
positive effect appears as to increase the probability
p mentioned above. This happens when the two-boxes
problem is divided into two one-box problems. How-
ever, this effect does not affect the plan length ob-
tained by STRIPSt4. The negative effect is that the
plan length tends to be increased. This happens in
such cases as path planning. In this case, the sub-
goaling becomes almost the same as a blind backward
search. In this evaluation, we treat STRIPS as a back-
ward search moving in the correct search direction to
the goal with a probability q, i.e. E[~(d,q) is the ex-
pected value of needed steps ! to the goal by STRIPS.

Third, we calculated the plan length obtained by
RTSS. RTSS incorporates subgoaling into RTA*. Sup-
pose that the threshold is set so that m subgoals are
made all over the problem solving process, where each
subproblem has the goal at depth (d- m)/(m 1)and
the probability f when solved by RTA*tS. However,
because of the subgoa]ing negative effect, the STRIPS
subgoaling function eventually makes more subprob-
lems than expected, i.e. (E[/](m,¢) -I" 1) subproblems

are generatedfs.

From the above discussion, the three algorithms’
planning costs are given as follows, where uR and us
are costs for calculating one length plan by RTA* and
STRIPS, respectively.

COStRTA. -- E[i](d,p)UR

COStSTRIPS -- E[~(d,¢)us

COSt RTS8 -- ( E[~(,n,q)-I-1)E[i]( ~-+,~ ,p,) UR’{-E[i](m,f)us~7

rain RTA*, p is improved as the problem solving process
progresses. However, this paper assumes that p is a fixed
value (the average value over that process).

t4p is related to the RTA* performance. In general, sub-
goaling is not helpful in narrowing STRIPS’s operator se-
lection range.

taWe assume that the original problem is equally divided
into subproblems. Prime(’) is used to distinguish the prob-
ability in a subproblem from that in the original problem.
Usually f _> p.

tSlf there is no subgoaling negative effect, m-I-1 subprob-
lems are generated. The m times subgoalings mean that
STRIPS is given the problem whose shortest plan length is
m. The subgoaling negative effect lengthen the plan length
to E[~(m,q).

tTIn RTSS, real-time search and subgoaling are not car-
ried out simultaneously. Therefore, the RTSS cost is cal-
culated as the sum of each part cost. The first term is the
cost by real-time search. Real-time search solves the prob-
lems with depth (d - m)/(m 1), (E [/](,n.q) + 1)tim
The second term is the cost by subgoaling. Subgoaling is
performed E[/](,n.q) times.

(STRIPS) 20 /~~

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Effectiveness of Heuristic Function p’

Figure 1: Planning Cost Contour Analyzed for a Sim-
ple Model (d = 20,q = 0.55,uR = 1,us = 5)

Figure 1 shows the planning cost, given p~ and m.
When m is 0 or 20, the planning cost is identical to the
cost of RTA* or STRIPS, respectively. The values of
p’ and m are interrelated and vary depending on the
problem domain. For example, suppose that f and m
change along the curve between a- a’. As m increases,
the planning cost first increases, next decreases, then
increases again. The cost has its minimum value at
point b. This result indicates that the cost can be re-
duced by appropriately tuning the threshold on DGC.

DGC and DEE based on
Abstraction Level

In order to apply RTSS to a problem in practice, it is
necessary to calculate DGC and DEE. In this paper,
we use the following DGC and DEE based on the ab-
straction level [Sacerdoti, 1973]. Each literal belongs to
one abstraction level. A higher abstraction level means
that the literal represents a more abstract concept.

DGC
Suppose there are no literais belonging to the high ab-
straction level in the difference set D between the goal
state G and the initial state I. In this case, a part of
the goal belonging to the high abstraction level is al-
ready attained. Therefore, we can assume that RTA*
is able to attain the remaining unsatisfied goal parts
since the goal has already become simple. Accordingly,
the heuristic function returns a highly accurate value
in this situation.

DGC is defined as follows.

DGC(I, G) = f(dO

where di E D(= G- I), and f(z) is the abstraction
level of the literal z.
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Figure 2: Robot Moving Space

DEE
First, those operators that assert subgoals are selected
as candidates. We use the following strategy for select-
ing an operator among the candidates, i.e. the opera-
tor that asserts tile literal in a high abstraction level
first. By using this strategy, executable operators tend
to appear earlier.

DEE is defined as follows.

DEE(Operator) = w ~(f(Yi)x 1)-(l-w) ~(l /f(zi))
Yi Z:

where Yi E {Dn Add-list(Operator)}, :i E {Gn
Delete-list(Operator)}, f(z) is the abstraction level
of the literal z, and w(0 < w _< 1) is the weighting

coefficienttS.

Experiment

Problem for Evaluation
The performance of RTSS was evaluated in a robot

task planning problem. This task involves bringing
two boxes to their respective goal positions. A robot
moves in the space shown in Figure 2. The whole space
consists of nine rooms (3x3), each of which consists 
twenty-five grids (5x5). The rooms are connected 
doors. The robot is able to move forward, backwards,
left or right by itself and to push one box. Additionally,
the robot is able to open or close the door.

A state is described by the following six propositions:
(box-in boa room), (robot-ln room), (box-at boa lo-
cation), (robot-at location), (open door), and (dose
door). These propositions are classified into two groups
in terms of the abstraction level.

tSOperator selection by DEE is a modification of that
in STRIPS: ts~"~, 1 - (1 - w)~’~z, 1 . If w is near to 
this formula means the following: first, select the operator
that asserts the most subgoals; second, select the operator
that deletes the least subgoals. The DEE formula gives
considerable weight to the attainment of a subgoa] with a
high abstraction level value.

1200

¯ 900
E _-I
- ~I--

Q.
0

A

5000 1 5000 15000 20000
ExecutionTime (Plan Length)

& RTSS O RTA* ~ STRIPS J

Figure 3: Experimental Results

High(2): box-in, robot-in

Low(l): box-at, robot-at, open, close

The following six operators are used: goto-room-
location, push-box, go-through-door, push-
through-door, open-door, close-door.

An RTA* heuristic function is the sum of the Man-
hattan distances of the following:
¯ the distance between the boxes’ initial positions and

their respective goal positions

¯ the distance between the robot’s current position
and the box position nearest to the robot

For each algorithm, we solved thirty problems. In
this evaluation, operator selection in STRIPS as well
as in RTSS is based on DEE. In each problem, the
initial positions of the robot and the boxes and their
goal positions are set by random numbers. All doors
are closed in the initial state.

The obtained plans are evaluated in terms of the
planning time and the execution time. The former is
measured by the required CPU time and the latter is
measured by the length of the operator sequence in the
plan. When the CPU time exceeds 1200 seconds for a
trial, this trial is terminated and treated as a failure.

Evaluation Results
Figure 3 shows the performances of RTA*, STRIPS

and RTSS (threshold t = 3, 1,2, respectively). Each
point in the figure represents the planning and the ex-
ecution time to one trial. The evaluation provided the
following observations.

¯ Planning time is proportional to execution time,
since the size of the search space becomes linear to
the plan length by interleaving planning and execu-
tion.

¯ The plan quality varies widely in RTA*, since the
algorithm occasionally leads to a bli,d search.
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Figure 4: Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Values of Planning Time and Execution Time (d = 47.9,
p = 0.510 (RTA*), p’ = 0.879 (RTSS), q = 0.618, m = 10.7, uR = 0.0545, us : 1.61)

¯ The STRIPS’s slope is steep, i.e. the cost for cal-
culating one length plan is large. This is because of
the domain-independent way of calculating operator
instances, which requires the calculation of many in-
stances.

¯ The execution time is small in STRIPS and RTSS,
since DEE reduces the selection of superfluous oper-
ators.

¯ The plan’s quality is good and the plan’s variance
is small in RTSS, since RTSS uses only an effective
RTA* or STRIPS.
Figure 4 compares the theoretical and experimental

performance values provided by the three algorithms.
These values represent the average values for the solved
problems. Each parameter was calculated from the
experimental results. The probabilities p, p’ and q were
calculated based on the more accurate heuristic value
of the heuristic function tuned for the robot’s moving
space. The times of subgoaling m was calculated by
examining the plan length in a high abstraction level.

These profiles roughly resemble each other. This
comparison indicates the following.
. The RTA* execution time critically changes when

the probability p becomes close to 0.5. In the ex-
periment, p often becomes close to 0.5. Therefore,
the RTA* execution time is worse than those of the
other algorithms.

¯ The probability q is 0.618. That this value is not bad
is indicated by the STRIPS execution time. As men-
tioned above, this is because of operator selection by
DEE.

¯ STRIPS’s planning cost is considerably larger than
that of RTA*. Their ratio is around 30 (us/ua 
30).

Conclusions
This paper proposed an algorithm called ReabTime
Search with Subgoaling (RTSS) which incorporates the

STRIPS subgoaling function into RTA*. This algo-
rithm overcomes the drawbacks of RTA* and STRIPS
in real-time problem solving, i.e. the algorithm does
not lead to a blind search in contrast to the other two.
RTSS utilizes two indexes: degree of goal complexity
(DGC) and degree of execution ease (DEE). The anal-
ysis of a simple model showed that the planning cost
can be remarkably reduced by setting an appropriate
threshold value for switching from subgoaling to real-
time search. Furthermore, the experimental results of
a robot task planning problem showed the effectiveness
of RTSS. Our future work will examine alternative def-
initions of DGC and DEE and find a way of tuning the
threshold for best performance.
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